LESSONS FOR LEADERS
STRATEGIC THINKING & EXECUTION FOR TOP MANAGEMENT

Framing accurate strategy is a key factor synonymous with successful organizations. And effective execution of such a strategy would naturally project in its performance. Strategic Thinking & Execution for Top Management focuses on identifying key components of strategy which examines how successful companies align with their organizational architecture to execute well planned strategies.

Designed by the Center of Executive Education at the Institute of Business Administration, Karachi, in association with the Indian School of Business, this Executive Education Program is meant for top leaders, such as CEO’s and strategic business unit heads, responsible for the making and execution of strategy in their organizations. The program will help leaders look at the current level of their company’s execution capabilities and explore ways of developing it to a higher level through short-term and long-term actions.

Faculty: Dr. Shailendra Raj Mehta is Visiting Professor at the Indian School of Business, Hyderabad. He is also Academic Director of Duke Corporate Education. His M.Phil. is from Balliol College, Oxford, and his Ph.D. is from Harvard. He is a leading exponent on strategic thinking and execution and consulted with Fortune 500 companies across three continents.
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